A survey of blood transfusion errors in Aichi Prefecture in Japan: Identifying major lapses threatening the safety of transfusion recipients
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ABSTRACT

Background: Despite recent progress in blood systems, transfusion errors can occur at any time from the moment of collection through to the transfusion of blood and blood products. This study investigated the actual statuses of blood transfusion errors at institutions of all sizes in Aichi prefecture.

Materials and methods: We investigated 104 institutions that perform 98 % of the blood transfusions in Aichi prefecture, and investigated the errors (incidents/accidents) that occurred at these facilities over 6 months (April to September, 2017). Incident/accident data were collected from responses to questionnaires sent to each institution; these were classified according to the categories and risk levels.

Results: Ninety-seven of the 104 institutions (93.3 %) responded to the questionnaire; a total of 688 incidents/accidents were reported. Most (682 cases; 99.2 %), were classified as risk level 2; however, 6 were level 3 and over, which included problems with autologous transfusion and inventory control. Approximately one-half of the incidents/accidents (394 cases; 57.3 %), were related to verification and the actual administration of blood products at the bedside; more than half of these incidents/accidents occurred at large-volume institutions. Meanwhile, a high frequency of incidents/accidents related to transfusion examination and labeling of blood products was observed at small- or medium-sized institutions. The reasons for most of these errors were simple mistakes and carelessness by the medical staff.

Conclusions: Our results emphasize the importance of education, operational training, and compliance instruction for all members of the medical staff despite advances in electronic devices meant to streamline transfusion procedures.

1. Introduction

Transfusion of blood is widely performed supportive therapy for patients with active or chronic bleeding, surgical stress, or hematological disorders. In Japan, blood transfusions are routinely conducted across medical institutions, including large hospitals and small clinics.
However, inappropriate management of a blood transfusion carries a high risk of causing a life-threatening accident in a recipient. Policies and guidelines related to blood transfusions have been established by the Ministry of Health, Labor, and Welfare (MHLW) of Japan [1,2], and used as a reference for the blood transfusion treatment system in each hospital. These guidelines include two scopes, the safety procedures of transfusion medicine and the appropriate use of blood products, thereby focusing on the prevention of side effects triggered by immature blood transfusion systems. These guidelines also recommend the use of blood products based on clinical evidence and transfusion triggers for each disease, such as active or chronic bleeding and hematological disorders, and have wide acceptance in most of the institutions handling blood transfusions. In the last decade, due to the establishment of policies and guidelines, the approach to transfusion-related adverse events has improved, and serious mistransfusions, such as ABO-incompatible transfusion and patient identification errors, have been reduced with the aid of advanced information technology. However, human errors of any dimension in transfusions, reported as incidents and accidents, have neither been reduced considerably nor have shown any improvement so far. To reduce transfusion errors, a practical guide for safe hospital blood transfusion was additionally issued by the Japanese society of blood transfusion and cell therapy under supervision of the MHLW [3]. However, ignorance or poor understanding of the transfusion system among the medical staff having less experience with transfusions may be a critical factor for the generation of transfusion errors, even though practical and detailed guidelines have been established. In addition, the diversity of patient volumes and specialties across these institutions results in disparate incidence or accident rates among them. Therefore, to eliminate errors and improve the safety of blood transfusions, it is necessary to survel these institutions to document any incidents and accidents that occur in order to learn how to prevent them more effectively [4,5].

Owing to advancing technologies, the automation and computerization of blood transfusion procedures have the potential to reduce clerical errors. Using barcode-based coupling of the patient’s ID band with blood product labels, as well as radiofrequency identification (RFID), human error rates have been dramatically reduced. However, costs, security, and privacy appear to be the principal barriers to the adoption of these advanced technologies at many institutions [6], especially small-sized facilities. Moreover, no system has been developed that can completely eliminate the incidences of human error to date, as even technologies such as RFID are not fool-proof [7–9].

To ensure the safety of transfusion medicine in Aichi prefecture in Japan, we previously selected 12 major medical institutions that perform abundant blood transfusions, and performed a preliminary analysis of the incidents and accidents reported by these facilities over 6 months in 2016. Our analysis revealed that such incidents/accidents all occurred during the process of blood transfusion, from ordering the blood product to actual infusion by the bedside. The occurrence of these incidents was considered to be due to an insufficient understanding of the operative norms and systems required, as well as careless mistakes by the medical staff at all levels at each institution.

In the current study, we performed an expanded survey of transfusion-related errors that occurred across the entire prefecture of Aichi, analyzed their causes, and identified effective methods to prevent human errors and enhance the safety of transfusion medicine in the era of highly advanced electronic devices.

2. Materials and methods

We performed a retrospective review of transfusion-related events covering the period between April and September, 2017. A total of 104 medical institutes that collectively perform 98 % of all blood transfusions in Aichi prefecture were sent questionnaires to inquire about both their specific transfusion procedures and any related incidents or accidents. This questionnaire collected 5 key pieces of information including the number of blood products actually transfused, type of transfusion error, number of incidents/accidents that occurred during the surveillance period, impact of the transfusion incident/accident on the recipient, and cause of the incident/accident (supplemental data 1).

Transfusion related incidents/accidents were classified into categories and risk levels according to the guidelines proposed by the MHLW study group ‘Research of the Side Effects of Transfusions’ (Table 1). Risk assessments for each incident or accident were determined based on the impact on the recipient. As shown in Table 2, events of levels 0–3a were defined as incidents, whereas events of levels 3b and over were defined as accidents that required continuous treatment owing to ensuing illnesses or injuries.

2.1. Statistical analysis

Linear regression analysis was performed to estimate the relationship between the number of blood products and the events per institution.

3. Results

3.1. Total number of supplied blood products and transfusion errors

Of the 104 institutions surveyed, 97 (93.3 %) responded to the questionnaire; the sizes of the responding facilities are summarized in Fig. 1a. Among the 97 institutions that participated, 42.3 % were small-scale (20–299 beds), 28.9 % were median-scale (300–499 beds), and 25.8 % were large-scale (500 beds). The total number of blood products administrated in these 97 institutions during the survey period was 118,206, including 75,347 red blood cell products, 20,735 platelet products, 17,941 fresh frozen plasma products, and 4,183 whole-blood products for autotransfusion. A total of 688 incidents and accidents were reported during the survey period, with an event rate of 0.58 %. In linear regression analysis between the number of blood products and the incidences of transfusion (supplemental data 2), only a poor-to-moderate correlation was observed (R² = 0.406; p < 0.0001).

3.2. Numbers and contexts of transfusion errors at each risk level

All 688 incidents/accidents were categorized according to the stages in which they occurred (Fig. 1b). The highest incidences of these events occurred during implementation/recording at the bedside (category 13), transfusion of blood products at the bedside (category 12), and preparation and verification of blood transfusion (category 11), at 23.3 % (160 events), 17.4 % (120 events), and 16.6 % (114 events), respectively.
respectively. These 3 categories, which mainly involved checking and implementing the blood transfusion procedure at the bedside, accounted for half of all the incidents/accidents. Representative examples of such incidents or accidents in each category are shown in Table 3.

The breakdown of all 688 incidents/accidents category-wise is seen in Fig. 2a. As seen in Table 4, there were six events of level 3 and higher including 2 cases related to handling transfusions at the bedside (category 12), 2 related to autologous transfusion (category 16), 1 involving inventory control (category 15), and 1 involving internal handling (category 10). In 2 cases, autologous blood samples were spoiled owing to incorrect handling of the storage bag, and spoilage of a cord blood stem cell product also occurred because of inefficient handling of the refrigerator. Incidents or accidents occurred across all stages of blood transfusion, and the main reasons for their occurrence
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**Table 2**
Definitions of blood transfusion incident/accident risk levels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Incident</td>
<td>Level 0 Found and corrected a mistake that risked incorrect handling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level 1 No consequences for the patient owing to the incident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level 2 Patient experienced incident-related consequences that did not require treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level 3a Any serious changes requiring transient treatment owing to the accident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accident</td>
<td>Level 4a Any serious changes owing to the accident that required continuous treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level 4b Any serious changes owing to the accident that required long-term treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level 5 Death due to the accident</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Fig. 1.** Types of institutions enrolled in this study and classification of transfusion incidents/accidents. (a) The sizes of the 97 institutions enrolled in this study. (b) Numbers and percentages of transfusion incidents/accidents in each category.
were either a poor understanding of (or insufficient compliance with) operational procedures, insufficient collaboration between the medical staff, and human errors attributable to work fatigue.

Finally, we analyzed the categories of incidents/accident as a function of institution size (Fig. 2b and c). Among all groups, a high incidence of category 11–13 errors was observed (62.4 %, 46.9 %, and 48.0 % in large-, medium, and small-sized institutions, respectively; Fig. 2c). However, when focusing on the early processes of blood transfusions (categories 1–4), small- and medium-sized institutions showed higher incident rates (17.9 % and 13.3 %, respectively); large-sized institutions had a rate of 8.6 %.

4. Discussion

In our study, responses to the questionnaires were obtained from most of the institutions that perform blood transfusions in Aichi prefecture. Therefore, our retrospective study includes almost all cases of transfusion errors that occurred across institutions of all sizes, and may thus provide actionable data that can be used to prevent future transfusion errors.

A total of 688 transfusion-related incidents/accidents occurred over 6 months in Aichi prefecture; as such, the rate of incidents/accidents was 0.58 %. This rate was relatively higher than those found in 2 previous studies conducted in Japan, including a survey of incidents/accidents at 12 major institutions in Aichi prefecture (0.38 %) and a 7-year survey of a single institute (0.51 %) [10]. Unlike these previous studies, ours included a high number of small- or medium-sized institutions; these showed rates of incidents/accidents per transfused blood sample (1.16 % and 0.56 %, respectively), which were higher than the rates observed in large-sized facilities. Among all the processes related to blood transfusion procedures, those involving pre-transfusion tests (categories 1–4) showed a lower frequency of incidents/accidents than did other processes. However, a relatively high rate of incidents during pre-transfusion testing was observed in small- or medium-sized institutions, indicating the lack of a well-constructed system or inexperience in handling pre-transfusion testing in such facilities. The establishment of a well-planned system that takes into account the characteristics and size of each individual facility is required to ensure patient safety during pre-transfusion testing [6].

Consistent with previous reports [11,12], approximately one-half of the incidences/accidents observed in our study were from categories 11–13, which involved bedside procedures. Therefore, retraining of personnel for proper compliance with transfusion procedures, especially physicians and nurses, is needed to reduce bedside errors. Several errors related to the recording of administered blood products (category 13), such as documenting unused blood samples, neglecting to record transfusion-related side effects, and forgetting to document the transfusion altogether, were observed. Although the development of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Representative case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Lack of informed consent for transfusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Forgetting to administer the blood product at a planned time or date.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Forgetting to record the administered blood product</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Representative cases of incidents/accidents from the error 3 categories that occurred most frequently.

Fig. 2. Classification of transfusion incidents/accidents according to risk level and category. (a) The numbers of incidents/accidents in each risk level. (b) & (c) Populations that experienced incidents/accidents of categories 1–4, categories 11–13, and other categories per size of facility.
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electronic equipment enables the establishment of well-planned blood transfusion procedures, human errors still occur [6,9,13]. To prevent this, training of the medical staff to comply with transfusion procedures should be prioritized [11,14].

In our study, the main causes of incidents/accidents were attributed to simple mistakes such as the lack of documentation or carelessness. Transfusion-related errors can be serious in nature, such as when incompatible blood is administered. Excess dependence on electronic devices may also trigger human errors and/or prevent their early detection; therefore, essential preventive precautions, compliance with operating procedures, and verifying that the blood product matches the intended recipient at the bedside should all be emphasized via educational or retraining programs targeting the medical staff. In most academic institutions, lectures on transfusion medicine and practical examinations on transfusion-related training are conducted for both the undergraduate and graduate students; however, in Japan, no systematic evaluation of comprehension and attainment of transfusion procedures in students are conducted before they begin working. Therefore, to reduce errors caused by lack of knowledge and experience among the medical staff, well-planned training and pre-work evaluation of the performance of the transfusion procedure should be conducted.

With respect to the risk level of incidents/accidents, most cases were assessed as levels 0–2, suggesting that the risk to the patients’ safety was minimal. However, level 3 events occurred in 6 cases, among which 5 transpired in large-sized institutions. These included 1 event related to the handling of a blood product at an inpatient ward (category 10), 2 events related to errors at bed side (category 12), 1 event related to the inefficient handling of a refrigerator (category 15), and 2 events related to autologous transfusion (category 16). Among them, two serious incidents occurred at a bed side (category 12), a heart failure due to an overdose of blood products, and worsening of a transfusion allergy in a patient with a history of transfusion allergy, that could have been overdosed. Excessive blood collection from the patient for autologous blood transfusion due to missing confirmation of planned volume, leading to the development of vasovagal reaction and the need for medication.

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3a</td>
<td>Blood products sent from blood transfusion unit to the ward were missing resulting in worsening of anemia in the patient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>3a</td>
<td>Administration of multiple blood products within a short period without planned interval between the products, resulting in heart failure of the patient due to overdose.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>3b</td>
<td>Missed closing the lid of liquid nitrogen freezer used for preservation of cord blood stem cells, resulting in spoiled cord blood cells. This accident resulted in termination of allogeneic stem cell transplantation and subsequent progression of the hematological disease in the patient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>3a</td>
<td>Spoiled autologous blood samples just before the transfusion due to incorrect handling of the storage bag in the postoperative patient. Emergency transfusion was performed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a</td>
<td></td>
<td>Excessive blood collection from the patient for autologous blood transfusion due to missing confirmation of planned volume, leading to the development of vasovagal reaction and the need for medication.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
personnel should be prioritized to prevent such human errors and ensure the safety of transfusion medicine.
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